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CALL ME     
JOSEPHiNE

The first in-depth profile 
of a most endearing and 

complex human being

“It is an 
atmospheric dense 

sound scape, 
a music, which 

makes the Janus 
faced element of 
water sing” SWR 2

AQUAGRANDA

Braille 
Music
An insight into the blind musicians’ 
unique position in the world of music

Josephine Baker after being 
evicted from her Château des 
Milandes in 1969

Photos © Giorgio Schirato
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not a barrier, as it had been back in America. 
She broke part of that barrier by becoming 
the first African-American female to star in a 
major motion picture, Zouzou and again when 
she refused to perform if a venue had any 
racial discrimination policies.

Josephine grew to love her adopted 
country so much that she joined the French 
Resistance movement and was one of the key 
figures in getting information to members right 
under the noses of German occupation forces. 
She was as daring in her role as a spy, as she 
was in her stage performances. Pretending they 
were part of her band or a choreographer, 
she would take Resistance fighters from 
one place to another, hide vital information 
on her body and even carry sheet music 
covered in additional information written in 
invisible ink. Even at home she worked for 
the cause. Hiding Jewish and other refugees in 
her Château des Milandes, again, right under 
German noses! On stage she was still dressing 
daringly, sometimes only wearing her now 
signature banana skirt.

After the war and having been accorded 
highest civilian honours, Josephine began 
adopting children and by the time she finished 
had gathered a dozen.

Several years later, when other performers 
and music overtook the style she favoured, 
Josephine fell upon hard times and eventually 
lost her chateau. Princess Grace of Monaco, 
a friend, ensured Josephine and the children 
would have somewhere to live buying a home 
for them in Roquebrune-Cap-Martin.

As a child and later as a young woman she 
had seen violence and hatred towards people 

There are approximately 
one million on-line 
searches annually for her, 
despite the fact that she 
has been dead for nearly 
42 years and was born 
more than 100 years ago. 
Streets, a swimming pool 
and even a school are 
among the places named 
after her and exhibitions, 
statues and art works 
appear around the world 
celebrating her life and 
talents.

An international celebrity at age 19 and 
the highest paid female performer in the 
world, Josephine Baker rose from a poverty-
stricken background in St Louis, Missouri, 
USA, to become the celebrated darling of 
Paris. Described at the time by Paris Soir as 
someone who started as a “primitive little black 
girl” and became a “great artist,” Josephine 
found fame and a vast fortune in France where 
talent was all that mattered and colour was 

CALL ME     
JOSEPHiNE

of colour in America - even as a performer, 
she had been told to enter venues through 
the back door. This would not be forgotten by 
Josephine as she now took on the cause of 
civil rights and was the only woman to speak 
at Martin Luther King’s March on Washington. 
When MLK was assassinated, Coretta, his 
widow, came to Josephine and begged 
her to take on the leadership. After much 
consideration Baker declined, saying that she 
didn’t want her adopted children to lose their 
mother.

Baker experienced a renaissance and in 
her 60’s became a star all over again attracting 
audiences old and new, including modern-day 
celebrities such as Mick Jagger, Sophia Loren, 
Liza Minnelli and Shirley Bassey.

She has continued to influence many of 
today’s female performers, notably Beyoncé, 
Rihanna, Lady Gaga, Cher and Angelina Jolie 
among many others.

Filmmaker Mike Reynolds will focus on 
the personality of this generous artist and her 
commitment to child welfare extending to 
others outside her “Rainbow Tribe” of 12, as 
Josephine would perform for free at events 
raising money for children's homes, hospitals, 
charities etc. All of her surviving “Rainbow Tribe” 
have agreed to contribute to this documentary, 
which will, of course, also show Josephine 
in performance and end with Château des 
Milandes, lost at the time, and now becoming 
Josephine's museum. Modern-day celebrities 
who feel strongly about her artistic heritage 
will round off this first in-depth profile of a 
most endearing and complex human being.

directed by Mike Reynolds
produced by Stellar Image TV
running time 90' Shot in 4K
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Opening the Stravinsky 
Year in Russia on 
December 2nd, 
2016, Valery Gergiev 
performed the long lost 
op. 5 in a concert also 
featuring Stravinsky's 
"Firebird" and an 
orchestral suite drawn 
from Rimsky-Korsakov's 
penultimate opera "The 
Tale of the Invincible 
City of Kitezh." 

Here is what Natalia Braginskaya, Pro-Rector 
for Research Work at the St. Petersburg State 
Rimsky-Korsakov Conservatoire has to say 
about this sensational find: 
"Igor Fyodorovich Stravinsky composed Funeral 
Song in 1908 following the death of his teacher 
Nikolai Andreyevich Rimsky-Korsakov. At that 
time, Rimsky-Korsakov was head not just of 
the St. Petersburg school of composition, but 
head of the Russian school of composition in 
general. He was one of the great professors 
at the St. Petersburg Conservatoire. We know 
that Igor Fyodorovich never studied under 
him at the conservatoire. For roughly four 
years until 1908, he was his private student. 
They studied on Zagorodny Prospect. And as 
Stravinsky noted, this relationship proved to 
be particularly invaluable both professionally 
and personally, particularly following the 
death of Igor Fodorovich's father, the brilliant 
Mariinsky Theatre bass, “bass number one” 

in the pre-Chaliapin era, Fyodor Ignatievich 
Stravinsky. When on the night of 7th to 8th 
of June Rimsky-Korsakov died, Stravinsky was 
in Ustilug, a place with dachas in Ukraine. The 
news proved to be a most dreadful shock, and 
he hastily set out for St. Petersburg. 
It was a long journey involving two and a 
half days' travel by train, but he made it to 
the memorial service at the Conservatoire 
Church and to the burial at the Novodevichy 
Cemetery. Immediately on his return to Ustilug 
Stravinsky set to work. And in record time, just 
over a month, he had composed this piece.

The première of Funeral Song took place 
on January 17th, 1909, at the Conservatoire. 

That concert was conducted by Felix 
Blumenfeld. Count Alexander Dmitrievich's 
orchestra was invited for the performance. 
The central idea of the work is linked to the 
moving procession of instruments, each of 
which as if it was laying a wreath on the grave 
of the composer's teacher in the form of a 
melody. Unfortunately during the Revolution 
the score was lost. The paradox lies in the fact 

THE 
FUNERAL 
SONG
A LONG LOST WORK 
BY iGOR STRAViNSKY

“This seems to me 
to be the best I 
have written before 
Firebird” 
Stravinsky remembers in 1960

Valery Gergiev

Stravinsky and Rimsky-KorsakovIgor Stravinsky



the solo instruments of the orchestra, coming in 
turns to each leave a melody in the form of a 
crown on the master's tomb, all the while with a 
low background of murmuring tremolos, like the 
vibrations of bass voices singing in a choir.”
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that he did not remember the music at all. But 
in the very late 1950s he unexpectedly said to 
Robert Craft: “The orchestra parts of Funeral 
Song, however, in my opinion, must still exist in 
one of the music libraries in Leningrad.” This idea 
expressed by the composer himself resulted 
in many academics embarking on a search. It 
was the autumn of 2014. The Conservatoire 
was undergoing major reconstruction and 
repair work for the first time and we began 
to prepare to move out. One of the most 
complex tasks was faced by the library, 
where tons of sheet music were stored in a 
very small space. And already in 2015, at the 
very beginning of spring, during the feverish 
packing-up of these countless scores, on 
the first floor of the library these orchestra 
parts were discovered. They were buried 
beneath stacks of other sheet music material. 
It was an entire warehouse of “written off ” 
music which was not listed in the archive 
at all. On the title sheet of the part for the 
first flute we discovered the stamp “Russian 
Symphony Concerts”. Moreover, there was 
the pre-reform style of writing, the copyist's 
handwriting showing I. Stravinsky Funeral 

directed by François-René Martin
produced by Telmondis
running time 82' Shot in HD 
with 5.1 Surround Sound
Introductory documentary 15'

Song. On each of the 58 parts the title and the 
name of the composer is indicated. Among the 
parts there is an indication of the time and the 
place of the concert. These basic arguments 
naturally speak in favour of the authenticity 
of the material. When I began to examine in 
detail this set of orchestra parts, it turned out 
there were 58, they are intended for a full 
symphony orchestra of some ninety musicians, 
the so-called triple cast. There are already 
around 60 string instruments. So it's not just 
and not so much a wind orchestra but a full 
symphony orchestra. I counted the number of 
bars - there are 106. As I see it, that's around 
eleven minutes of music. On December 2nd 
you will hear a performance that will be 
very reminiscent of the introduction to The 
Firebird. There are the same chromatic bass 
movements. Only the double-basses start. The 
idea of this fermentation among the basses was 
actually established here."

Igor Stravinsky said of this piece: 
“Unfortunately, the score of this work 
disappeared during the Revolution. I no longer 
remember the music, but I recall very well my 
idea for the work. It was like a procession of all 

Natalia Braginskaya
Portrait of Nikolai Rimsky Korsakov by Valentin Serov
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We all know about colourful folklore from 
Latin America but few know about the life 
stories of Mercedes Sosa or Armando Tejada 
Gómez, two of the founding members of 
The Nuevo Cançionero, a movement that 
was replacing happy go lovely music by social 
engagement. It was born in Luzuriaga, in the 
province of Mendoza, better known for its 
excellent wines. It all happened in a little 
house owned by Armando Tejada Gómez 
when Mercedes Sosa went to live there 
with Oscar Matus. Until then most songs 
had been territorial and rather touristic, 
not mentioning the social situation of the 
inhabitants. In the Argentinian atmosphere of 
increasing oppression their second record was 
published, entitled Canciones con Fundamento 
- Meaningful Songs. Mercedes Sosa, also called 
“La Negra”, made it quite clear what she and 
her followers were after : “We do not protest, 
we denounce”. 

While the military junta of Jorge Videla 
became more and more oppressive banning 
songs and forcing artists into exile “La Negra” 
courageously decided to stay. But it was getting 
rather difficult to perform anywhere. At a 
concert in La Plata in 1979 she was searched 
and arrested on stage along with all those who 
were attending the concert. Their release came 
through international intervention. Banned 
in her own country she moved to Paris and 
Madrid, but was able to return to Argentina 
when the power of the junta faded in 1982. 
Filmmakers Gisela Levin and Cecilia Aguero 
united surviving artists and the children of 
Armando Tejada Gómez and Oscar Matus to 
paint a vivid picture of those times. They also 
show how this movement spread to other 
Latin American countries including Cuba, 
where it inspired the Nueva Trova. And there 
is plenty of music including a very touching 
homage by Mercedes Sosa to Violeta Parra 
from Chile. Sosa's Daily Telegraph obituary 
was prefaced by the following: “Mercedes Sosa, 

MEANiNGFUL SONGS

who has died aged 74, was the most renowned 
Latin-American singer of her generation; she was 
known as “La Negra” for her long, jet-black hair 
and as “the voice of the voiceless ones”, for her 
performances of songs which championed the 
rights of the poor. 

directed by Gisela Levin 
& Cecila Aguero
produced by elGenerador
running time 52' Shot in HD

Mercedes Sosa

Mercedes Sosa

Mercedes Sosa & Armando Tejada

Mercedes Sosa Oscar Matus

Armando Tejada

Tito Francia Armando Tejada
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In 2012 a special concert in honour of 
sax player Frank Morgan was held at the San 
Quentin State Prison. A band led by Delfeayo 
Marsalis, trombone, was performing music by 
Thelonius Monk, Dizzy Gillespie, Charlie Parker 
and McCoy Tyner, all chosen from the many 
albums Frank Morgan recorded, for inmates 
of the prison and guests. Marsalis between 
numbers told the story of Frank Morgan's life 
(1933-2007) to which director NC Heikin 
added fabulous footage and interviews with 
relatives and friends.

Frank Morgan was born into a chaotic 
family. His father Stanley Morgan, in the 
words of his daughter from one of his many 
marriages “a pimp and musician”, played 
the guitar with The Ink Spots. Naturally his 
talented son wanted to emulate his father 
until he met Charlie Parker backstage at a 
concert in Detroit. He began to practice sax 
playing so hard that he won an NBC talent 
contest in 1948 which would have allowed 
him a week’s gig at the Hollywood Palladium. 
He did not get it apparently because he was 
black. When Morgan was just 15 years old 
he was offered Johnny Hodges’ spot in Duke 

Ellington’s orchestra. His father deemed him 
too young for touring and made him join 
the Club Alabam house band in Los Angeles 
where he was part of the back-up group 
for a 90 day stint of Billy Holiday. He quickly 
became a much sought after Bebop player and 
fell for drugs. The idea was, that you could not 
produce that “Bird happy, sad feeling” unless 
you were on drugs. Frank later reminisced: 
“It's as though someone else has control of my 
life other than myself, and I was naïve enough 
to think I was just having a good time”. In and 
out of jail for the next thirty years he financed 
his addiction with bank robberies, forged 
cheques and so on. Even Rosalinda Kolb, an 
artist, who provided him with a home and a 
feeling of family eventually got a divorce saying: 
“He was married to that addiction”. While at 
San Quentin he was allowed to form a 16 
piece big band with other inmates which was 
so successful that people from the Bay area 
lined up every Saturday night to hear the San 
Quentin All Stars.

Part of the story is told by close relatives 
including his mother,  trumpet player in the 
Alabam house band Clora Bryant, sax player 

Grace Kelly, Stanly's 8th wife and actress and 
friend Denise Flemming, who remembers 
Frank's debut in New York. The rest is told by 
Frank Morgan himself talking to camera and 
playing the most riveting music.

The Band featuring:
Delfeayo Marsalis, trombone
George Cables, piano
Mark Gross and Grace Kelly, saxophone
Marvin “Smitty” Smith, drums
Ron Carter, bass

SOUND OF 
REDEMPTiON 
THE FRANK MORGAN STORY

"It's a fond and 
forgiving tribute to the 
man, filled with music that 
moves beyond happy and 
sad, and towards something 
like brilliance."  The New York Times

directed by NC Heikin
produced by Green Garnet Productions
running time 84' Shot in HD

The Frank Morgan Tribute Band at San Quentin

Frank Morgan circa 1992
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To commemorate the 
50th anniversary of the 
flood that threatened 
the City of Venice on 
November 4th, 1966, 
the Fondazione Teatro 
La Fenice commissioned 
an opera from Filippo 
Perocco to re-live those 
events. 

Perocco and his librettist Luigi Cerantola 
based themselves on the novel by Roberto 
Bianchin, in which young Ernesto, a 25 years 
old, from a fisherman's family at Pellestrina, a 
lagoon village, is about to leave for Germany 
where he has a job. The flood which reaches 
two meters above sea level prevents him from 
going. Fighting the water he vows to stay. His 
fate and the future of La Serenissima will be 
inextricably linked. The main protagonist is 
however the water which in all its destructive 
power is represented by the chorus.
Filmmaker Giovanni Pellegrini had the good 
luck to be able to follow the birth of this 
opera by filming composer Perocco as well 
as stage director Damiano Michieletto and 
conductor Marco Angius from the very 
beginnings until the first night. He contrasts 

the creation of a contemporary opera with 
the facts by using impressive archive footage 
and presenting eye-witnesses. He also 
discusses the opinion that was put forward 
that this near disaster was the beginning of 
the transformation of the doge's city into a 
city-museum. 

AQUAGRANDA

directed by Giovanni Pellegrini
produced by Kama Productions
running time 58' Shot in HD

“Powerful choruses, 
wonderful sets 
and staging” 
Il Gazzetino

“Aquagranda floods 
even La Fenice 
with emotions” 
Il Giornale di Vicenza

"To leave or 
to stay is the 
dilemma of 
Venice“ 
Corriere del Veneto

Photos © Giorgio Schrato
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Never before has a new 
opera seen the light of day 
as a coproduction between 
9 French opera houses, the 
Teatro Colon at Buenos 
Aires and the Teatro 
Musico of Santiago. 
The underlying play is by Argentinian writer, 
playwright and cartoonist Copi (Raúl Damonte 
Botana), translated by Jorge Lavelli, who made 
himself a name as Copi specialist. Copi, who 
died in Paris in 1987 finished his play in 1977, a 
year after the military junta of Videla had come 
to power, but the story is set in the Argentina 
of the 1950s and alludes to the curfew put 
in place in 1955 when Perón was toppled. It 
contains the typical Copi ingredients of fear, 
solitude, violence, guilty love, betrayal, old age 
and death.

The modern-day Don Quichote Venceslao 
has two families living in the pampa. When 
his first wife dies he goes on a track to the 
Iguazu Falls with his mistress accompanied 
by an old horse, an ape and a parrot. Half- 
brother Rogelio and half-sister China from 
his two families perish in Buenos Aires during 
the military coup and Venceslao finally hangs 
himself after having confessed himself to his 
parrot.  

The score was commissioned from the 
Argentian Martin Matalon who made himself 
a name with an IRCAM commissioned sound 

L'OMBRE DE 
VENCESLAO
 

track for Fritz Lang's Metropolis and also 
composed scores for Bunuel's early surrealist 
shorts. 

The conductor Ernest Martinez Izquierdo 
was born in Barcelona and became an assistant 
of Jesus Lopez Cobos with the National 
Orchestra of Spain, conducted the Ensemble 
InterContemporain  and created Adriana 
Mater by Kaija Saariaho, staged by Peter Sellars 
at the Finnish National Opera. 

Stage director is Jorge Lavelli, who has 
staged many of Copi's plays, and has scores of 
successful opera productions to his credit.

L'OMBRE DE VENCESLAO
Recording at the Théâtre du Capitole 

in Toulouse
Stage Director Jorge Lavelli

Orchestra National du Capitole
Bandoneon Players

Conductor Ernest Martinez Izquierdo
cast 

Venceslao Thibaut Desplantes
Regelio Ziad Nehme
China Estelle Poscio
Mechita Sarah Laulan

Largui Mathieu Gardon
Coco Pellegrini Jorge Radriguez

The Horse Germain Nayl
The Ape Ismael Ruggiero
The Parrot David Maisse

Director for Television Corentin Leconte
Produced by LGM
90' Shot in HD 

Photos © Laurent Guizard
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The collaboration of these 
two geniuses of the 17th 
century, Morlière and 
Jean-Baptiste Lully, was 
legendary as long as 
it lasted. "Les amants 
magnifiques" were 
commissioned by Louis XIV 
for the carnival season of 
1670 and performed as royal 
entertainment in February at 
St. Germain-en-Laye. It has 
not been seen ever since. 

The piece is the typical mixture of words, 
music and dance as one would have it for 
a court entertainment of the day. It was 
created by Morlière between “Monsieur de 
Pourceaugnac” and “Le bourgeois gentilhomme”. 
The performance lasts about 150 minutes of 
which 90 minutes is music. The story lends 
itself to brilliant stagecraft, blending theatre, 
singing, music, dance and performance 
elements in satirizing court life at the time. 

Two Kings, Iphicrate and Timoclès, are 
vying for the hand of Princess Eriphile, who is 
in love with General Sostrate. They organize 
lavish festivities but the Princess is not deciding 
on either. Queen Aristione charges General 
Sostrate to find out from her daughter whom 
she would accept. Court jester Clitidas has 
in the meantime found out what the true 

problem is: Eriphile and Sostrate have fallen 
in love with each other, but the General, not 
being of noble birth, sees no chance to win her 
hand. Venus intervenes declaring that Eriphile 
must choose the prince who will safe her 
mother one day. Desperate the young lovers 
declare their love and bid each other farewell. 
Astrologer Anaxarque and his son Cléon have 
been bribed by Iphicrate. They fabricate a 
chance for the Prince to save the Queen. But 
when the Queen is attacked by a wild boar 
everybody but Sostrate runs for cover. The 
General risks his life to kill the beast, thereby 
winning the hand of Eriphile. Happy End! Great 
festivities conclude a “mad day”. 

Morlière specialist Vincent Tavernier 
from Les Malins Plaisirs uses state of the art 
technology and surprising scene changes to 
make this truly regal entertainment come alive. 
The costumes are a mix of contemporary 
haute couture and motifs of the time. He is 
joined by conductor Hervé Niquet, a Baroque 
specialist, and his Concert Spirituel. The dances 
are choreographed by Marie-Geneviève Massé 
for her Compagnie de Dance L´Eventail. The 
recordings will take place at Opéra de Massy 
and Opéra de Rennes. 

LES AMANTS MAGNiFiQUES
THE SPECTACULAR LOVERS

LES AMANTS MAGNiFiQUES
Choreographer Marie-Geneviève Massé

Sets & Costumes Vincent Tavernier
Conducted by Hervé Niquet

cast 
La Princesse Aristione Mélanie Le Moine

La Princesse Eriphile Marie Loisel
Cléonice Claire Barrabès
Sostrate Laurent Prévôt
 Iphicrate Maxime Costa

Thimoclès Benoît Ballongeville
Clitidas Pierre-Guy Cluzeau

Anaxarque Quentin-Maya Boyé
Cléon Olivier Berrault

and 9 singers, 19 players & 8 dancers

Director for Television Sébastien Glas
Produced by LGM

app. 150' Shot in HD 

Photos © Erwan Floc'h
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Little Nemo is a fictional 
character created 
by American cartoonist 
Winsor McCay. 

Nemo was originally the protagonist of the 
comic strip Little Nemo in Slumberland which 
ran in the New York Herald from October 
15th, 1905, until July 23rd, 1911.

In David Chaillou's opera Nemo inhabits 
a contemporary fairytale. He has become 
a scrupulous investor in the construction 
business and is plagued by sleeplessness. He 
can't dream and does not find his way back 
to Slumberland until he revisits the family 
home after the death of his mother. There, 
in a neighborhood razed to the ground, he 
observes a strange figure through the window 
of his childhood room. It is the lad Bonbon, 
a messenger of King Morpheus who makes 
him understand that he has not been back 
to Slumberland for forty years and that the 
Princess is suffering from not seeing him 
anymore. Worse, Slumberland is in danger 
because people don't believe in dreams 
anymore. Nemo is overcome by sorrow and 
remorse, childhood souvenirs come back and 
he finally falls asleep and revisits his childhood 
dreams. But on the way he has to overcome 
his evil alter ego Flip, the nephew of the 

Messenger of Dawn, find the lost melody 
and the key to the dreams which will spell 
magic over the world again. By doing so he 
experiences a new “joie de vivre”.

The libretto is due to Armand Delalande 
and Olivier Balazuc who also undertook the 
staging. Armand Delalande is a well-known 
screenwriter and novelist with many prizes to 
his credit. His latest novel Le piège de Lovecraft 
(2014) won him the Prix Masterson.

Olivier Balazuc who has been an assistant 
of Olivier Py, has been acting in films and 
television programs and is the founder of 
the Jolie Pourpoise Company for which he 
has been staging various plays. He also was 
the Aix-en-Provence commissioner for the 
Poulenc Year. 

LiTTLE NEMO

LiTTLE NEMO
Stage Director Olivier Balazuc

Chorus of Angers Nantes Opera
Ars Nova Ensemble

Conducted by Louis Langrée
cast 

Nemo child Chloé Briot
Nemo grown up, Flip Richard Rittelman

Princess, Fairy, Stella Hadhoum Tunc
King Morpheus, Lunatrix Bertrand Bontoux

Bonbon Cyril Rabbath
Doctor Pill, clerk and chamberlain 

Florian Cafiero
Wild Imp Vincent Clavaguera

Director for Television Sébastien Glas
Produced by LGM
75' Shot in HD 

"Conçu pour les 
enfants, ravissant 
pour les parents" 

Télérama

"Little Nemo, 
l'opéra qui 

réenchante le 
monde" Figaro

"Little Nemo de 
David Chaillou, 

rêve d'enfant 
pour tout public" 

Diapason

Photos © Jaf Rabillon
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After making a number of films on the 
visual arts I found myself oddly becoming 
very interested in 'non-visual' art. So much of 
creativity comes to us through our eyes, this 
thought made me want to do a film about 
artists who create without their eyes. I feel 
that our lives are all so dependent on what we 
see, the idea of life and art without sight was a 
fascinating, albeit slightly neglected subject I felt 
compelled to explore. 

The obvious choice for a subject was music 
made by blind people. James Risdon, the Music 
Officer at the RNIB in London and world 
renowned recorder player, and I met to discuss 
this idea and slowly we put together a film 
which documented some professional blind 
musicians practicing their craft. James brought 
me in contact with Matthew Wadsworth the 
world famous lutenist and Baluji Shrivastav 
OBE, the iconic Indian composer and multi-
instrumentalist. All of these world class 
musicians gave me great insight into the blind 
musicians’ unique position in the world of 
music. These musicians’ calm confidence and 
deep commitment to their art moved me very 
much.

We decided it was important to explore 
the history of blind musicianship and to learn 
about how the system called 'Braille' was 
made and we discovered music was integral to 
its creation.

James and I went to Paris to learn about 
Louis Braille, Braille was a teenager when he 
created his six dot system for reading and he 

was also a very busy gigging musician. Our trips 
to L'institut national des jeunes aveugles and 
L'association Valentin Haüy were extremely 
fruitful, so much of Braille’s legacy we found 
alive and in practice, not only his system of 
writing but his musical classroom is still in 
use and his organ teaching classes continue. 
We met with blind experts and historians 
who gave us tours and allowed us to touch 
priceless objects relating to Braille.

Inspired by our trip to Paris we decided 
we needed to pay homage to Louis Braille 
the musician. The idea: compose, rehearse and 
record a piece of music all in Braille with an all 
Blind ensemble.

James knew a young blind composer 
Zoe Dixon who by the age of 16 had won 
numerous national composition awards. We 
asked her to write something for us. She used 
Braille to find a poem on the internet she 
wanted to put to music and she composed us 
an amazing work. Zoe was 17 when she wrote 
this piece, the same age Louis Braille was, 
when he completed his Braille reading system. 
James received Zoe's composition from her 
via email, transferred it into Braille and sent the 
score to all the musicians. They all spent a few 
weeks learning it then we booked a studio to 
record the work.

In a West London recording studio James 
Risdon (recorder), Zoe Dixon (clarinet), 
Matthew Wadsworth (lute/theorbo), 
Baluji  Shrivastav OBE (tabla), Kevin Satizabal 
(piano) Victoria Oruwari (soprano) came 
together to rehearse Zoe's work called 'Hope' 
based on a poem by Emily Dickinson. Enlisting 
blind producer Peter Bosher the ensemble 

jumped into the deep end. At first the music 
was not happening but slowly the musicians 
found a connection and 'Hope' came to life. 
The inclusion of improvised Indian percussion 
really helped loosen up everyone and each 
musician’s professional skills made magic 
happen.

In some ways I want this film to be 
considered made by the blind because nothing 
was scripted and all participants were free to 
share their perspectives openly. But truthfully 
I'd like people to forget about the blind aspect 
of this film and get absorbed in the music - I 
know that is what the wonderful musicians in 
the film would want.
Michael House

produced & directed by 
Michael House 
running time 81' Shot in HD

Braille 
Music

Victoria

Baluji, Victoria, James, Liz & Zoe

Matt

Michael House

Baluji Shrivastav
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FAREWELL TO JOHN HURT
It was in 1975 when I first met John. He 

was lending his voice to Nijinsky in my BBC 
Omnibus coproduction of Nijinsky, God of 
Dance. Then he became Quentin Crisp in ITV's 
The Naked Civil Servant and a great career was 
in the making. Some of us still remember his 
Caligula in BBC's celebrated TV adaptation of 
I Claudius. Midnight Express and Elephant Man 
brought him two Oscar nominations, but his 
favourite film remained Love and Death on Long 
Island. With his part of Mr. Ollivander in three 
of the Harry Potter films he became a world 
star, not to mention his earlier Alien with its 
famous chestburster scene. And he appeared 
of course in The Lord of the Rings. His greatest 
theatrical achievement was undoubtedly his 
appearance in Beckett's Krapp's Last Tape.  
In 2012 he was given a special Bafta award for 
“outstanding British contribution to cinema”. 
A year later he appeared in Doctor Who, the 
50th anniversary special. He was knighted in 
2015. Being a very generous person he often 
made brief appearances in films which had 
tight budgets such as Tony Britten's Benjamin 
Britten - Peace & Conflict. His rich raspy tones 
were perfect for voiceover narration and I 
had the great pleasure in having him do the 
commentary for Music in the Air and, as recent 
as 2015, for Dmitry Shostakovich – A Man of 
Many Faces for a case of good claret. John, we 
shall terribly miss you! 
Reiner E. Moritz

OUT ON DVD
Conductor Philippe Jordan says: "Beethoven 

is the alpha and the omega of the symphonic 
repertoire. A repertoire crucial to any orchestra´s 
quality. However my orchestra at the Paris Opera 
had never played the Beethoven symphonies 
before.” Poorhouse International is very happy 
to have been able to contribute a profile of 

Philippe Jordan, coproduced by Telmondis and 
ORF, to this elegant boxed set. Philippe Jordan 
- Born to Conduct is available in original English 
and German versions. 

FOOD FOR THOUGHT
Reaching affluent millennials colours some 

of the TV companies' thinking, but nobody 
asks a question about music and arts. As a 
rule of thumb we cater to 2-3% of those this 
recent survey covers. Probably less and less 
via broadcasting and more and more through 
other channels. 
From BBC Advertising Report:
Traits associated with millennials - a key talking 
point at all TV industry conferences and a 
central feature in TV companies’ strategic 
thinking - only really apply to a small subset of 
that generation, according to the gloss put on 
research just published by BBC Advertising.
According to the report, Reaching Affluent 
millennials, there are sharp differences in 
behaviour and attitudes between the mass of 
millennials and a subset - about 16%- defined 
as ‘affluent’, with only the latter demonstrating 
the traits that have become the currency of 
industry debate.

In fact, the differences identified seem in 
fact to be relative rather than absolute, and 
in any case don’t straightforwardly conform 
to commonly held beliefs about millennials’ 
spending and media consumption habits at all.
For example, according to the report, affluent 
millennials have a stronger relationship with 
international news providers than social 
media-based news outlets. The BBC reaches 
69% of affluent millennials on a monthly basis 
compared with between 18-24% for online 
news youth brands. Some 77% consider it 
important for news providers to provide 
editorial curation while 63% find international 
news providers useful for helping them to 
understand the world.

Some 73% of affluent millennials prefer 
brands to provide them with content vs. 
59% non-affluent millennials, and 67% prefer 
it when a brand tells them a story vs. 57% 
non-affluent millennials. Some 74% of affluent 
Millennials agree that news stories from other 
parts of the world feel more relevant to them 
than they used to vs. 54% of non-affluent 
millennials, according to the data.
The report identifies a subset of affluent 
millennials it calls ‘supercharged’ millennials, 
which has been incorporated in advertising 
industry planning tool the Global Web Index. It 
said that the BBC has 87% total monthly brand 
reach with this group.

According to the report, affluent millennials 
are 36% more likely to consider themselves 
much more affluent than their equivalents in 
older generations. Some 78% says they do 
everything they can to help the environment 
and 72% would pay more for sustainable 
products vs. 57% of non-affluent millennials. 

Some 82% prefer brands that “give something 
back” to society against 67% of non-affluent 
millennials.

The study was carried out between August 
and September 2016 and comprised of over 
3,000 interviews across 31 countries. The 
research also included interviews with affluent 
Millennials across seven markets - Australia, 
Germany, USA, Canada, India, Singapore and 
South Africa - conducted by Voxpopme.

NOW READY FOR DELIVERY
Gurre-Lieder 118’
Gene Tierney 52’
Philippe Jordan - Born to Conduct (English 
version) 53’

AVANT-PREMiERE SCREENiNGS 
BERLiN 2017

The Poorhouse International show reel 
is scheduled for the morning of Monday, 
February 13th, 2017 at between 9.30 and 
11am. Contact Reiner Moritz and Heike 
Connolly at the  IMZ  Zone and/or Grand 
Hotel Esplanade, Tel. +49 (0)30 254 780 or 
mobile Heike Connolly +44 7720 060102.

SHOWREEL
Call me Josephine 52’
Philippe Jordan - Born to Conduct 57’
Tord Gustavsen, m/Domkoret and Tore Brunborg: 
Mass 59’
Pierre Boulez - A Life for Music 85’ or 56’
In the Tracks of Mark Isham 52’
Escaping from the Temple 62’
Echoes with a Friend 104’
The Life and Death of Walter Benjamin 58’
Aquagranda 58’
BIT 60’
Gurre-Lieder 118’

Here is a link to the Poorhouse International 
2017 Avant Premiere Showreel: 
https://vimeo.com/200848337

Gurre-Lieder

mailto:info@poorhouseintl.co.uk
https://vimeo.com/200848337

